CAPABILITY BRIEF

UNIFIED LOGISTICS
CONTROL
ONE EXPERIENCE FOR COMMAND
AND CONTROL OF THE ENTIRE
TRANSPORTATION NETWORK
To be most effective, planners need real-time
visibility into their entire transportation network —
combined with the ability to immediately take
action — within a single solution, whether in the
office or on the road.
ONE EXPERIENCE

Unified Logistics Control within Manhattan Active® Transportation Management
(TM) is a single-user experience for command and control of every rate, route,
mode, node and load.
Explore a network-wide view of real-time insights across all orders and shipments,
as well as invoices for all links and nodes in the organizational supply chain. Quickly
drill into details for selected orders and shipments to understand history, cost,
current status and performance.
Unified Logistics Control is the heart of task planning and execution with the ability
to search, identify and act upon real-time details across the network. Create userspecific searches and easily view critical data across workflows.
Multiple experiences have now been integrated into a common-user interface, with
the ability to take control of any situation:
– Manually plan shipments for truckload, less-than-truckload, rail, air, ocean and
more
– Easily add or remove orders from shipments, combine shipments or re-sequence
shipment stops
– Quickly locate matching shipments for unplanned orders and modify carrier
assignments or transportation resources
– Perform quick rate lookups, create appointments and manage exceptions
– Broadcast tenders to core carriers and digital freight brokers, for both contract
and spot activity
– Initiate waves without ever leaving the comforts of Unified Logistics Control within
Manhattan Active TM

INTUITIVE:
Modern, intuitive, centralized planning
experience with actionable insights
for command and control of the entire
network
DYNAMIC:
Cloud-connected visibility, capacity,
weather and traffic updates for more
accurate insights and improved
planning decisions
UNIFIED:
Same unified look, feel and
performance experience — as with all
other Manhattan Active® Supply Chain
solutions

UNIFIED LOGISTICS CONTROL

A simple tap on the console reveals an order or shipment-level
view with details on what the issue may be, all the way down
to the underlying tasks. With another quick tap, it’s easy to see
status, ETA and any exceptions that need to be addressed.
Communication with peers across the transportation network
is simple, as well. Real-time, instant-messaging capabilities are
included within all Manhattan Active® Supply Chain solutions, so
no need to leave the application to collaborate.

MORE IMMERSIVE

These days, transportation planners need to move fast! And that
means having everything you need at your fingertips, no more
than a click or a tap away. Information about orders, shipments,
carriers, facilities, rates and more — all at the ready. Unified
Logistics Control provides that and much more.
Notifications proactively alert users to exception areas, such
as scheduled appointments that may be at risk because an
appointment time is in danger of being missed. Planners can
gain visibility when shipments are due, whether they are running
on time or late, and adjust plans accordingly to eliminate
bottlenecks before they happen.

MORE UNIFIED

Manhattan Active TM is now part of Manhattan Active Supply
Chain, a single, cloud-native application for distribution, labor,
automation and transportation. The user experiences across
Unified Logistics Control and Unified Distribution Control are
shared, intuitive and extensible, enabling a singular, actionable
view of the unified supply chain. Unlike traditional “control
towers” that present information gathered from legacy supply
chain systems in a dashboard — but have no real control over
that data — Manhattan Active Supply Chain solutions empower
users to solve problems and exploit opportunities.
For the first time, real-time insights regarding the health and
performance of inbound- and outbound-logistics functions have
been unified, with the ability to immediately execute upon those
findings. That’s right: Insight and execution are included in one
app, with no integration and no delay.
Unified Logistics Control within Manhattan Active TM means
unprecedented command and control of the distribution
network from the office or on the road, with detailed views
from the entire network down to the smallest shipment and
everything in-between.

For more information

To learn more about Unified Logistics Control, contact your
Manhattan sales representative or visit:

manh.com/products/unified-logistics-control
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